
Hi, my name is Willem le Roux. I work as a Coordinator in the Central Remedial Clinic on the 

Employment Plus Programme.  

With me today is Anthony Redmond, Deante Troy and Stephen Coates. And I will hand over 

to them shortly as they have some very interesting points they want to raise. 

For me, and on behalf of our small staff team, I just want to say that it’s a real privilege to 

work with all our course participants. Helping someone on their employment journey is one 

of the most rewarding jobs you could have. 

Our programme aims to 

- Increase labour market participation of people with disabilities 

- Increase employment skills/employability of people with disabilities 

- Increase in employers establishing good practices and supportive workplaces for 

people with disabilities 

- Increase in employers providing paid work/placements for people with a disability 

Through our interventions so far, 1 course participant entered employment with a private 

sector employer. 2 adults secured CE Scheme places and 1 adult is also applying for 

Community Employment. 6 adults are actively involved in work experience at present. 1 

adult identified Self Employment as his preferred route.  

Although the programme focus mainly on employment supports, we have it useful to 

introduce other supports in relation to mindfulness, wellbeing, healthy living and stress 

management.  

We’ve had some good results, which gives much hope and optimism. However, we’ve had 

some difficulties as well which highlights some of the barriers people with disabilities face 

when looking for employment. 

One thing that I’ve noticed is that, for many of our current course participants, it’s their first 

time meeting up with a Guidance Counsellor. If you consider, the average age profile of our 

participants, which is between 25 – 30, you might think that this is well overdue. 

Guidance counsellors can play a vital role in advising young people so that they can make 

informed choices about their future in relation to employment, education and training.  

Imagine, the progress we could make when this process starts early for people with 

disabilities. Where they can develop career management skills early and possess the ability 

to have an honest/authentic understanding of themselves when leaving post primary 

school. 

Transition year not available, work experience 

Very  

Unfortunately, access to Guidance counsellors are not equal for all.  
 



“Special school staff generally, as part of their ongoing work, undertake guidance activities 
including planning for the child’s future, assessing further education options, training, 
employment or other placement options subject to the individual’s abilities. There are no 
guidance counsellors allocated to these schools and there is merit in providing enhanced 
career guidance training for teachers in special schools and to facilitate the access of such 
schools to wider career guidance supports” 

Indecon Review of Career Guidance, 2019 
 
A final word from me in relation to Partnerships 
 
During the height of the pandemic, the CRC was fortunate to work with an Employer to 

create a work experience partnership. This relationship has developed over time and is still 

growing. It took a long time to establish this partnership. 

It required staff and our clients to work differently, to take on new risks and to have new 

expectations of our adults.  

We believe partnerships like this could pave the way towards employment in the future. 

And I think it will be useful to promote and encourage such collaborations. 

I’ll hand over now to Deante, who will share his thoughts on the Recruitment process: 

Deante: 

First up, can I just say that the recruitment process can be very daunting!  
- CV’s, Interviews, dealing with nerves is something most of us find hard to manage.  
- You need a lot of organising skills: 

o IT skills, networking, follow up,  
o Coping skills and patience 

- Getting to interviews, in person or online  
- Competition against other candidates.  
- Also included is Garda vetting, ref checks and medicals.  

 
This all combines into a huge undertaking for a person with a disability.  

 
The UN CR PD can play a strong role here to make sure that disabled people have equal 
access and their rights to work are helped: 

- Having campaigns to change the way employers think will help 
- Disability awareness and accessibility training will help 
- We should celebrate neuro diversity 

 
I enjoy being on the CRC Employment course because staff are helping me to be more 
confident, to sell yourself. What to say in interviews and what not to say, the do’s and 
don’ts  
 
I’m going to hand over to Anthony who will speak about how families can help or not help 
when it comes to finding employment. 
 
 



Anthony: 
 
I find that there is still a responsibility for me to help at home, like helping my parents with 
jobs around the house. My parents find it difficult to get to everything done in the house 
because they have illnesses and they must attend a lot of appointments. I go to the 
appointments with them because my dad can’t go on his own. 
 
We’re not receiving much in the form of home supports or home help, so its very important 
for me, when looking for work, to look at Part time work options only.  
I applied for an Airport Security Officer role recently, but they insisted on a minimum of 30 
hours work – and this was their part time option. We need more flexibility and 
understanding from employers. It’s really hard to get part time positions. 
 
If I can find a suitable part time job, I can still help out at home and manage to support my 
parents. 
 
The Employment course is providing me with motivation and encouragement, to 
understand my needs and how I can enter the world of work. I enjoy working one-to-one 
with staff.  
 
That’s great Anthony, I’m going to hand over to Stephen now who will talk about his journey 
so far: 
 
 
Stephen  

 
I had some challenges leading up to this point, I remember challenges with doing the leaving 
certificate and how that influenced my career path. I had little opportunity to do leaving 
cert applied and would have really benefited from doing the Transition Year Programme. 
 
During work experience placements, I found employers ill prepared to host a person with a 
disability. Sometimes leaving me with picking up the cost of some items – items needed in 
the kitchen. I think overall the cost of disability is a big barrier to employment.  
 
Reflecting on a previous CE Scheme that I completed, I often were in positions that left me 
sitting with nothing to do. I needed to be active and I required a more dynamic and flexible 
work schedule. I felt that there wasn’t much room for negotiation with the employer. I 
found my performance review with the employer not great at all. 
 
I would love to move out of family home one day and live independently. I fear however 
that because of the price of rentals and the lack of rental properties, that this is beyond me. 
 
Staff on the Employment programme has shown lots of flexibility with my attendance. I 
attend online and currently Lauren is helping me to trademark a business name, creating 
logo’s and marketing my business. I needed some help with getting recertified with HACCP 
training and staff were a great help connecting me with the right people. 
 



I’ve applied to the self-employment course for people with disabilities course. This is run by 
Prof Tom Cooney in TUDublin and looks like an excellent opportunity.   
 
 
Thank you for your time today. 
 


